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Innovative machine   
for upholstery cleaning

CARPET.
Ideal for upholstery and carpet cleaning. 
It is provided with the exclusive foam system 
and the high-efficiency suction system   

The dense and stiff foam is applied through a carpet
brush or scrubber so that also mechanical action is
ensured and the cleaning power of the detergent
can be enhanced without soaking the fabric. With
suction the product is thoroughly removed so that the
fabric is left perfectly dry.

This machine is characterised by compact size so
that it can be used also in narrow spaces. 
Thanks to its narrow width, it can be used also on
buses or between the rows of seats in cinemas or in
conference rooms of hotels. 
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Liquids Solution
tank l
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tank capacity l

Voltage V/
Frequency Hz

Accessories

Kit moquette
Kit autobus 10 m

Machine weight Kg Machine
dimensions mm

L x H x W

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION CARPET

Suction motor power W 1300

Compressor power W 350

Stages (No.) - Two-stage

Suction vacuum mm/H2O-mbar-kPa 2500-250-25

Air flow l/m-m3/h 3540-212

Cable lenght m 8

Foam delivery is controlled by
a button which is fitted on the 
brush handle  

Accessories: Carpet wands
They are easily interchangeable with the standard accessories
(brush and nozzle) and are used for 
comfortable cleaning of any type of carpeting  
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